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Abstract: The paper appeared at the International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis
(ISSTA 2017) [Sp17]. It is part of a project on test case prioritization, selection, and execution in
Continuous Integration (CI) (see also [Mo17]). Selecting the most promising test cases to detect
bugs is hard if there are uncertainties on the impact of committed code changes or if traceability
links between code and tests are not available. This paper introduces retecs, a new method for
automatically learning test case selection and prioritization in CI with the goal to minimize the
round-trip time between code commits and developer feedback on failed test cases. retecs uses
reinforcement learning to select and prioritize test cases according to their duration, previous last
execution and failure history. In a constantly changing environment, where new test cases are created
and obsolete test cases are deleted, the retecs method learns to prioritize test cases, which are most
likely to fail, higher under the guidance of a reward function and by observing previous CI cycles.
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1 Extended Abstract

Testing in CI requires tight control over the selection and prioritization of the most promising
test cases. By most promising, we mean test cases that are prone to detect failures early
in the process. In absence of traceability links between code and test cases and based on
the hypothesis that test cases having failed in the past are more likely to fail in the future,
history-based test case prioritization schedules these test cases Ąrst in new CI cycles. Testing
in CI also means to control the time required to execute a complete cycle. As test case
durations vary, not all tests can be executed and test case selection is required.

We argue that these two aspects of CI testing can hardly be solved by using only non-adaptive
methods. First, the time allocated to test case selection and prioritization in CI is limited.
So, time-efective methods shall be privileged over costly and complex prioritization
algorithms. Second, history-based prioritization is not well adapted to changes in the
execution environment. More precisely, it is frequent to see some test cases being removed
from one cycle to another because they test an obsolete feature. At the same time, new test
cases are introduced to test new or changed features. Additionally, some test cases are more
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crucial in certain periods of time, because they test features on which customers focus the
most, and then they loose their prevalence because the testing focus has changed. In brief,
non-adaptive methods may not be able to spot changes in the importance of some test cases
over others because they apply systematic prioritization algorithms.

This paper introduces retecs, a lightweight test case selection and prioritization approach
in CI based on reinforcement learning (RL). RL is well-tuned to design an adaptive method
capable to learn from its experience of the execution environment. Our method has the
goal to select and prioritize test cases which have been successfully used to detect faults
in previous CI cycles, and to order them to execute the most promising ones Ąrst. Our
method is able to adapt to situations where test cases are added to or deleted from a general
repository, while progressively improving its eiciency. It can also adapt to situations where
the testing priorities change because of diferent focus or execution platforms, indicated
by changing failure indications. The time required for prioritization is negligible, which
is an important aspect in CI. retecs does not mine code repositories or change-history
to compute a new test case schedule. At each cycle, after the tests have been executed, the
knowledge to make decisions is updated from feedback provided by a reward function, the
only component initially embedding domain knowledge.

The contributions of the paper are threefold: 1) The paper shows that history-based test
case prioritization and selection can be approached as a reinforcement learning problem.
By modeling the problem with notions such as states, actions, agents, policy, and reward
functions, we demonstrate, that RL is suitable to automatically prioritize and select test
cases; 2) Implementing an online RL method, without any previous training phase, into a
Continuous Integration process is shown to be efective to learn how to prioritize test cases.
Comparing two distinct representations (i.e., tableau and neural networks) and three distinct
reward functions, our experimental results show that, without any prior knowledge and
without any model of the environment, the RL approach is able to learn how to prioritize test
cases better than other approaches. Remarkably, the number of cycles required to improve
on other methods corresponds to less than 2-months of data, if there is only one CI cycle per
day; 3) Experimental results have been computed on industrial data gathered over one year
of Continuous Integration. Results show that the method is deployable in industrial settings.
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